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Dear Secretary Fields:
I am writing as Trustee of the ew York State Common Retirement Fund (Fund or the
C RF) and administrative head of the New York State and Local Retirement System (the System)
in response to the invitation of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC or Commission)
for comment on modernizing certain business and financial disclosure requirements in
Regulation S-K.
The Fund holds the System's assets, valued at approximately $178.1 billion as of March
3 1. 2016, and I have a fiduciary duty to invest those assets prudently and for the exclusive
bene fit of the System ·s more than one million members. retirees and beneficiaries. As a long
term investor, the Fund maintains diversified investments across multiple asset classes using
both active and passive investment strategies; its largest allocation is to indexed domestic
equities. Consequently, the Fund holds stock in most publicly traded domestic companies and
also in many non-domestic registrants.
I recognize the magnitude of the SECs efforts in undertaking a review of the business
and financial disclosure requi rements set forth in Regulation S-K, and I appreciate the
opportunity to share my opinions regarding relevant disclosure requirements in today's
increas ingly challenging investment environment. In addition to this letter. I have joined in
comments in a July 20. 2016 letter provided to the SEC by Ceres, an organization of which the
C RF is a member and for which 1 serve as a Director. I also support and incorporate the
comments of the Council of Institutional Investors, of which the Fund is a member, submitted to
the SEC on July 8, 2016.
My comments are directed primarily to the discussion and inquiries set out in section ··F ..
of the Concept Release, "Disclosure of Information Relating to Public Policy and Sustainabil ity
Matters," and in particular, questions 2 16, 21 8, 219 and 223 . In prior years, cons iderations
fal ling under the rubric of sustainability - environmental, social and governance (''ESG") factors
- were deemed collateral to or not relevant to what had traditional ly been considered financial

factors. There is now growing recognition among investors that ustainability issues or E G
factors can be. and often are, material to basic, primary financial analyses. The financial value of
integrating these factors into the investment process is supported by academic literature and
recognized by an increasing number of asset owners, asset managers and registrants.
Recently. the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) issued its .. lnterpretive Bulletin Relating
to the Fiduciary Standard under ERlSA in Considering Economically Targeted Investments" (29
C.F.R. Part 2509.2015-0 I) clarifying the DOL's views regarding a plan fiduciary's consideration
of "econQm ically targeted investments'' and/or ESG factors. Specifically, the DOL stated:
An important purpose of this Interpretive Bulletin is to clarify that plan fiduciaries
should appropriately consider factors that potentially influence risk and return.
Environmental, social, and governance issues may have a direct relation ship to
the economic value of the plan's investment. In these instances, such issues are
not merely collateral considerations or tie-breakers, but rather are proper
components of the fiduciary's primary analysis of the economic merits of
competing investment choices.

Although the Fund, as a governmental plan. is not subject to ERISA. the fiduciary standard
imposed on me as Trustee is also the standard for private pension plans governed by ERISA.
Therefore, my Office voluntarily looks for guidance on fiduciary matters to ERISA case law,
rulings and interpretations, where relevant and appropriate.
Because ESG factors can have financial repercussions that can make them primary
economic factors in decision making, they can no longer be viewed as ..merely'' policy or
societal considerations. For many years, the Fund has recognized the utility of ESG factors in
assessing the sustainability of companies. We also recognize that the relevance of particular
ESG issues may differ across companies, sectors, regions and asset classes. and over time.
Therefore. we incorporate into our risk return evaluation those ESG factors that are relevant to
specific investment decisions and we include consideration of relevant ESG factors in our efforts
to protect and enhance asset value through our shareholder resolutions and shareholder voting.
The Fund considers sustainability issues in our investment process because they can
influence both risk and return. ln order for the Fund to fully implement its strategy, Regulation
S-K disclosure of these issues is essential. Because uniform, comprehensive reporting standards
are not readily available, in many instances Fund staff must rely on a patchwork of disclosure
frameworks to obtain material, relevant sustainability data. We have found certain data is
available only from companies who choose to participate in a particular disclosure initiative. As
a result, the Fund is left with fragmented and incomplete information. Further, voluntary
reporting can actually disadvantage those companies that fully report while their peers do not.
For example, a company that voluntarily reports carbon emissions data may appear to be a less
attractive investment opportunity than a competitor with greater carbon emissions that declines
to report voluntarily.
The sustainability issues that we take into consideration are either material to particular
investments, systemically important, or both. 1 believe there should be a framework for
reporting material sustainability information that has the same rigor as the current regime for
financial information. Disclosure of sustainability issues that are systemically important and of
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industry-specific information that is material to investors should be required. In the absence of
rigorous reporting requirements, investors are not assured of obtaining accurate information
about various susta inability issues material to their investment and voting decis ions.
In recent years, I have communicated with the SEC on severa l occas ions to advocate fo r
more robust disclosure surrounding various sustainability issues. in particular with respect to
climate change and carbon e missions, corporate political spending and enhanced board nominee
disclosure, inclusive of gender, racial and ethnic backgrounds. Enhanced disclosure on those
issues continues to be important to the Fund as an institutional investor for the reasons that are
discussed below. [n providing my comments on these issues, I have noted the particular
questions set forth in the Concept Release to which I am responding.

Climate Change a nd Carbon Emissions (Concept Release Questions 216, 219, and 223)
Recently. I joined with 40 other investors in a letter to SEC Chair Mary Jo White citing
concern about the Commission's lack of action to improve climate risk di sclosure in recent
years. 1 We requested that the Commission focus on climate change and carbon asset risk as
material issues, and take steps to improve disclosure by registrants on how these issues are
impacting their businesses. Further, we stated "it would be helpful fo r the SEC to develop and
provide guidance to issuers on assessing qualitative factors surrounding climate change and
carbon asset risk;' and asked ..that the Division of Corporate Finance closely scrutinize filings by
oil and gas, electric power and insurance companies, and issue comment letters when .. . filings
fail to discuss with meaningful specificity the material risks and impacts of climate change and
related matters to their businesses."'
In addition, in April 2015, New York City Comptrolle r Scott Stringer and I wrote to
Cha ir White expressing our concern regarding responses from foss il fuel industry companies to
our requests for disclosure of physical and regulatory risks to fuel reserves due to climate
change. 2 The responses demonstrated a failure to analyze the pote ntial impact of an effective
regulatory regime to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and a failure to analyze the potential
impact of a warming climate on performance under scenarios in which efforts to mitigate climate
change were ineffective. Comptroller Stringer and 1 urged the SEC to consider enforcement and
other actions to bring disclosures by companies in the foss il fuel industry into compliance with
SEC requirements and guidance. We suggested at a minimum that the companies should
di sclose analysis of:

1

2

•

Risks to foss il fuel reserves associated with greenhouse gas emission reduction policies
that may be adopted by national. state and loca l governments. This analysis should
consider regulatory initiatives proposed, and goals and commitments announced, by
national and state governments as well as multi-state and international initiatives.

•

Risks to company assets associated with physical risks of climate change including sea
level rise and extreme weather. This analysis is part icularly important if companies
determine that state, national and international initiatives to limit emissions of greenhouse
gases will be unsuccessful.

CERC!S letter to EC. June 22. 2016. at htms: WW\\ .ceres.org' file, incr-letter-to-scc at download file.
e" York Comptrollers lener to SEC. April 2015. at hnps: \\W\\.osc.state.m .us- pre's rclea:.c~ 'aprl 5. !>!!C lcncrO-t 15.pdf.
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•

Opportunities and ri sks stemming from changes in the market associated with climate
change mitigation policies and initiatives.

My communications with the Commission highlighted the growing rea lization that, in
attempting to position the Fund effectively for long-term growth in the face of risks arising from
climate change. we lack access to adequate information on sustainability that is material to our
investment decisions.
Recent Fund efforts illustrate the importance of obtaining climate change-related data.
Since taking office in 2007, I have worked to implement initiatives aimed at protecting Fund
investments from the multiple risks posed by climate change. In 2015. in an attempt to more
clearly quantify potential physical and regulatory risks to its investments, the Fund and its
consultant, together with other project partners, participated in a study of the risk/return impact
climate change could have on its portfolio. We examined key downside risks and upside
opportunities. and looked at a plan of action the Fund could implement to improve the resiliency
of its portfolio. The Fund committed to developing climate-aware investment strategies that are
central to its long-term future. The Fund is now considering recommended strategies to mitigate
climate change risk to its investments.
One of the resulting strategies was the launch in January 2016 of a proprietary $2 billion
Risk Aware Low Emissions index (''RALE") in the Fund's global equities portfolio. The RALE
is benchmarked against the Russell l 000 and excludes or reduces investments in companies that
are large contributors ro carbon emissions, while increasing investments in companies with lower
emissions and comparable returns. Recognizing the need to protect the Fund·s earnings, the
RALE is constructed with a target tracking error of only 25 basis points from the benchmark.
This groundbreaking equity strategy will reduce the Fund's carbon footprint for the $2 billion
portfolio by an estimated 70 percent compared to the portfolio of companies in the Russell 1000,
without adding risk to the Fund's investments or sacrificing returns.
The methodology for reducing carbon emissions in the RALE utilized emissions data
collected by the CDP (formerly the Carbon Disclosure Project) to identify the Russell I 000
companies with the highest levels of carbon emissions per dollar of market capitalization. CDP
only had data for approximately 30 percent of the companies in the Russell 1000; however. that
data reported 60 percent of the market cap ital of the index. The companies that did not report
emissions data to CDP were given the same weights assigned to them in the Russell I 000. An
integral part of this investment strategy is active engagement by the Fund's Corporate
Governance staff with companies with high carbon emissions to encourage their emissions
reporting, management and reduction efforts. Our experience with the RALE underscores the
materiality of ESG data to our decisions relating to a multibillion dollar investment of Fund
assets - specifically, the need for line-item disclosure concerning greenhouse gas emissions.
Successful expansion or replication of this type of investment strategy by the Fund will require
enhanced availability of reliable, comparable data.
As I have noted in my correspondence with the SEC. we have been disappointed by the
disclosure from registrants generally in the face of the SEC's 20 l 0 guidance and by company
specific responses to shareholders' direct requests for increased disclosure. Because climate
risks are systemic in nature, we believe the Commission's focus on climate change and carbon
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asset risk as a material sustainable issue and accompanying guidance for robust S-K disclosure is
integral to our ability to continue to make informed climate risk-aware investments. To this end,
I again reference the letter subm itted to you by Ceres to which I am a co-signatory, a link to
which is provided at footnote 4.

Political S pend ing (Concept Release Question 216)
The Uni ted States Supreme Courf s 2010 decision in Citizens United v. FEC. 130 S.Ct.
876, 558 U.S. 3 10, removed certain statutory constraints on the ability of corporations to expend
corporate funds to make political contributions. In justifying the rejection of the restrictions on
corporate political spending, Justice Anthony Kennedy, writing for the majority, explained
'"prompt disclosure of expenditures can provide shareholders . .. with the information needed to
hold corporations and elected offi c ials accountable .... Shareholders can determine whether their
corporation' s political speech advances the corporation's interest in making profits·· (Citizens
United, 558 U.S. at 370-71 ).
The Cou11 c learly anticipated that shareholders would be privy to info rmation sufficient
to inform them whether corporate political contributions were made for the purpose of furtherin g
the long-term business interest of the company and its shareholders' investments. Unfortunately,
however. there is no uniform reporting framework that fully d isc loses such expenditures. As a
result. the Fund and other investors must work on a company-by-company basis to request such
info rmation. Since 2010, the C RF has sponsored well over 100 shareholder resolutions urging
portfolio companies to fully disclose all direct and indirect political spending of corporate assets
designed to influence the political process. Seeking corporate political spending information on
a company-by-company basis, however. is an inefficient means by which to gather information
for a systemic issue.
In 2012, I wrote to ask the Commission to adopt a new rule to require companies to
disc lose corporate political expenditures in order to enable shareholders to evaluate the potential
risks to which companies may be exposed as a result of their political spending. 3 Specificall y, I
urged required disclosure of:

3

•

Monetary and non-monetary contributions and expenditures used to part1c1pate in, or
intervene in. any political campaign on behalf of (or in opposition to) any candidate for
public office, and expenditures used in any attempt to influence the public with respect to
elections or referendums;

•

The title of the person or persons in the company who are responsible for making the
decisions to make political contributions or expenditures: and

•

Corporate payments made to trade associations and other organizations that made
independent expenditures that were used for political purposes. In addition, candidates
supported by trade associations and other organizations should be disclosed, along with
the amounts spent by the recipient organizations.

cw York State Comptroller lener to the SEC. Februaf) 2. 2012. at hnp,:/ \\ww.sec.gO\ comments 4-637 4637-239.pdf.
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As to the last point, I noted it was particularly important that a rule by the Commission provide
for fu ll disclosure of company payments to trade associations and other organizations that are
used for politica l purposes.
I acknowledge the constraints that the United States Congress has imposed for the current
fisca l year on the SECs ability to ··finalize, issue. or implement any rule. regulations. or order
regarding the disclosure of political contributions, contributions to tax exempt organizations, or
dues paid to trade associations.'' I urge, however, that once the SEC is no longer so constrained,
the Commissioners move forward to impose uniform reporting requirements as outlined in my
20 12 letter to provide shareholders with the material information they need to determine whether
corporate political spending is advancing corporate profitability and. as a result, enhancing our
investments.

Board Diversity (Concept Release Question 216)
I also believe board diversity is a material sustainability issue. Just last year. I was one of
nine institutiona l investors who submitted a "Petition For Amendment of Proxy Rule Regarding
Board Non~inee Disclosure - Chart/Matrix Approach." 4 The petition asked the Commission to
require new disc losures related to nominees for corporate board seats in order to provide
investors with necessary information to evaluate the nominees· gender. racial. and ethnic
diversity, as well as their mix of skills, experiences, and attri butes needed to fulfill the
corporation's mi ssion.
I firmly bel ieve that diversity at the board level can help reduce workplace discrimination
and improve emp loyee recruiting, retention, and productivity. Further, diversity can help
manage risk by avoiding "groupthink" in that board members who possess a variety of
viewpoints may raise different ideas and encourage a full airing of dissenting views. As a result,
our investments are enhanced.
The C RF has set expectations for its portfolio companies that they draw from a wide
range of viewpoints, backgrounds, skills, and experiences for both their management and their
boards. The Fund has worked directly with other investors to focus on companies in the S&P 500
and the Russell I 000 to increase board diversity. Currently, corporations are required to identify
the minimum ski lls. experiences and attributes all board candidates and nominees are expected to
possess. Additionally, however, investors need un iform disclosure in chart or matrix fonnat as
requested in our Petition concerning information on the gender, race and ethnicity of board
nominees.

Website Reporting of Sustainability Info rmation (Concept Release Question 21 8)
We believe material sustainability information must be reported in SEC fil ings in a
uniform fashion, standardized by industry. This delivery will allow investors to benchmark a
company's performance against its peers. It also will el iminate the need for time-consuming
searches investors currently must undertake to find sustainabi lity information that can appear in a

•Lener to SEC. March 31. 2015. at https:t W\\'\\ .scc.gov/rules·pctitions 12015 octn4-682.pdf'.
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variety of documents and, once found. may not be easy to aggregate given differing reporting
formats. Finally, it will benefit companies by permitting a fair comparison among peers.
Corporations use their websites to communicate with a wide audience - consumers. the
communities in which they are doing business, employees and others. Further, websites often
are used as a marketing tool. As such, their content may be insufficient for investors. Investors
should be able to obtain material sustainability information in SEC filings whose content must be
certified by company officers.

Sustainabilitv Reporting Frameworks (Concept Release Question 219)
There are a number of sustainability reporting frameworks and sources of industry
specific guidance that the Fund uses. Examples include the Global Reporting Initiative, the
International Integrated Reporting Framework, the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board,
the Climate Disclosure Standards Board. Ceres, the Institutional lnvestor Group on Climate
Change, CDP and the lnvestor Environmental Health Network. In our experience, all of these
reporting frameworks provide infonnation that has been of value to the Fund in assessing
business performance and in informing investment decisions. However. it is not clear that any
one framework captures the entire range of issues that have a material impact on business
perfonnance. We urge the Commission to consider the information these frameworks and
industry-specific guidance provide in its effort to develop reporting standards.

Conclusion
The goal of the reporting required by Regulation S-K is to insure that investors have
ready access to complete and accurate information upon which investment and voting decisions
can be made. Currently, as discussed above, reporting requirements fall short of what is needed.
I urge the Commission to implement reporting requirements that will assure uniform,
comprehensive disclosure of material sustainability issues.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on these important issues.

(~ Q/ 14.
~
~a;L
Thomas P.

. .

New York State Comptroller
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